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SPRINGS CULTURE



At the beginning of 30’s in a still agricultural Italy, there 
was the need to change from an artisan to an industrial 
production of the accessories for furnishings, that 
could give more guarantees of quality and production 
standards. 
In that specific historical reality, in 1932 was established 
the first Italian factory of springs for upholsters which 
represent the origin of our Group.
Going through the 1900s, from the 2nd World War to the 
economical boom and globalization, with a management 
always careful to market changes and to technological 
development, we have become not only a leader Group 
on the related market sector in terms of reliability and 
volumes, but also a leading company in terms of high 
technological know-how.
The product and customer care, the logistics reliability 
coming from the local presence on the territory, the 
marketing management and the institutional credibility, 
those have passed through these generations, have 
permitted to Antecon Group with his four companies, 
Antecon, Sami, Tecnomolla and Formolla to become a 
well known and appreciated brand on the international 
market.

THE COMPANY
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Technology is the core of the Antecon Group’s 
productivity. In fact, following our philosophy, technology 
must be at the service of the customer in order to offer him 
the best possible experience. 
In Antecon Group all this is achievable thanks to advanced 
machineries able to satisfy each kind of demand, to 
the selection and the use of high quality patented and 
certified raw materials including our high carbon steel EN 
10270-I; thanks to a constant search for perfection in the 
“firmness tests” of each single spring through the most 
innovative industrial tools and an optimal preparation of 
our technicians.
Our technology allows us to obtain a higher quality 
compared to all our competitors and a guaranteed 
traceability of the product chain.

TECHNOLOGIES
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The group’s philosophy is increasingly oriented to 
develop the sustainable economy. The environmental 
crisis, that we are experiencing, has no precedent. The 
over-exploitation of raw materials and the pollution of 
ecosystems are irreversibly changing the world. Now 
it is necessary a radical change in business models. In 
fact, Antecon Group wants to contribute to this change 
through the use and optimization of carefully selected 
and recyclable raw materials that allow to extend the “life 
of the product”.
Our strategy is to save the CO2 in transport thanks to the 
distribution of our four firms on the Italy territory and also 
thanks to a sustainable packaging optimized through 
a minimum use of paper and a careful management of 
waste, that is aimed at its re-use. 

SUSTAINABILITY
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ith proud Antecon group has got the attainment of the 
certification of its own product, in respect of the UNI EN 
ISO 9001:2008 and UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 regulation.
We are grateful to all our customers and suppliers for 
the precious cooperation, that has been necessary in 
reaching such an important goal for us.
Antecon product, since a long time considered of high 
end quality, it’s also certified now.

CERTIFICATIONS



 
 

 
 

CERTIFICATE 
CISQ/CSI-ICILA has issued an IQNet recognized certificate that the organization: 

 

 

  
Alex Stoichitoiu 

President of IQNet 
 

 
Ing. Mario Romersi 

President of CISQ 
IQNet Partners*: 

AENOR Spain  AFNOR Certification France   APCER Portugal  CCC Cyprus  CISQ Italy 
 CQC China  CQM China  CQS Czech Republic  Cro Cert Croatia  DQS Holding GmbH Germany  EAGLE Certification Group USA 

FCAV Brazil FONDONORMA Venezuela ICONTEC Colombia   Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy Finland  INTECO Costa Rica 
 IRAM Argentina  JQA Japan  KFQ Korea  MIRTEC Greece  MSZT Hungary  Nemko AS Norway  NSAI Ireland   

NYCE-SIGE México  PCBC Poland  Quality Austria Austria  RR Russia  SII Israel  SIQ Slovenia   
SIRIM QAS International Malaysia  SQS Switzerland  SRAC Romania  TEST St Petersburg Russia  TSE Turkey  YUQS Serbia 

 
* The list of IQNet partners is valid at the time of issue of this certificate. Updated information is available under www.iqnet-certification.com 

 

ANTECON S.R.L. 
 

VIA VERGA, 44 - 20845 SOVICO (MB) - ITALY 

has implemented and maintains a 
Quality Management System 

 
for the following scope: 

Production of pocket springs for mattresses by catalog and customer 
specifications. 

which fulfills the requirements of the following standard: 
   

UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 

Issued on:  2021/03/03 
Expires on:  2024/04/02    

 
This attestation is directly linked to the IQNet Partner’s original certificate and shall not be used as stand-alone document 

Registration Number: IT-75430 
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 Ing. P. Baldazzi 

B. A. Management Systems 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CERTIFICATO/CERTIFICATE 

SQ184303-ICILA 
SI CERTIFICA CHE/WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT 

IL SISTEMA DI GESTIONE PER LA QUALITÀ DI 
THE QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OPERATED BY 

ANTECON S.R.L. 
SEDE LEGALE/REGISTERED OFFICE:  

VIA VERGA, 44 - 20845 SOVICO (MB) - ITALIA 

UNITA’ OPERATIVE CERTIFICATE/CERTIFIED OPERATIVE UNITS 
VIA VERGA, 44 - 20845 SOVICO (MB) - ITALIA 

 

È CONFORME ALLA NORMA/IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE STANDARD 

UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 

PER LE SEGUENTI ATTIVITÀ/FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES 
 

 
Produzione a catalogo e su specifica del cliente 

di molleggi insacchettati per materassi. 
 

Production of pocket springs for mattresses 
by catalog and customer specifications.  

 

IAF: 23 
 

Il presente certificato è soggetto al rispetto del regolamento di CSICERT per la certificazione dei sistemi di gestione per la qualità delle organizzazioni. 
Riferirsi alla documentazione del sistema di gestione per i dettagli delle eventuali esclusioni dei requisiti della UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 

Per informazioni puntuali e aggiornate circa lo stato di validità della certificazione di cui al presente certificato, si prega di contattare CSI S.p.A 
 

This certificate is subject to the compliance with CSICERT regulation for the organization of quality management systems certification. 
Refer to the management system documentation for details on UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 requirements exclusions. 

For updated information related to validity status of the certification within this certificate, please take in contact CSI spa 
 
  

PRIMA EMISSIONE 
FIRST ISSUE 

03/04/2015 

DATA DI VALIDITÀ 
EFFECTIVE DATE 

03/03/2021 

DATA DI SCADENZA 
EXPIRING DATE 

02/04/2024 

 



The springs are the core of the mattress and over the years 
we have been able to innovate from every point of view. 
An advanced study of the human body has permitted us 
to identify the weak points both in the creation process 
of the products for the repose and also in the concept of 
an “healthy repose” itself. Our product, have been able 
to develop, respecting the tradition and the rules of the 
human physiology.
This process has permitted us to overcome the classical 
concept of orthopedic mattress, and to realize the idea 
of an ergonomic one. Our attention has been focused on 
the physical and mechanical aspects of the products. For 
this reason, we are using hypoallergenic environmentally 
friendly and recyclable materials, those meet the wellness 
requirements of the human body. 
For all these reasons the best seller mattress all over the 
world will always be a spring mattress.

PRODUCTS
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LEGEND

BACK AND NECK SUPPORT

INDEPENDENT POCKET SPRING SYSTEM

INDEPENDENT POCKET SPRING

BREATHABLE

CONTROLLED RETURN LOAD OF THE SPRING

ANTI-ALLERGIC 

ADAPTIVE RETURN LOAD OF THE SPRING

ECO-FRIENDLY
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Pocket Spring System 12-13-14-15 cm high with 250 springs per square meter, available 
both in no-zones and 3-5-7 zones. The main feature of this product is its great flexibility, 

thanks to the Hot melt gluing system on the central axis of the spring. The springs, 
made of a high carbon wire and available in wire diameters from mm. 1,70 to mm. 2,20 

guarantee a total absence of noise and a long lasting resistance. The spring is also 
subjected to firmness tests to ensure that our product remains the same over the 

years. In fact, changing the geometry of the spring we are able to obtain different levels 
of firmness with extreme flexibility inside the same pocket spring system, this allows us 

to propose the “hard” version, the “medium” version and the “soft” version. The Pocket 
spring System is also available with the Perimetral Frame, a structure made of chrome-

silisium steel that allows the mattress to be firmer on the edge without losing elasticity. 

POCKET
800 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME NO ZONES

Spring’s Height
12 - 13 - 14 - 15 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,7 - 1,8 - 1,9 - 2,0 - 2,2 mm

Density
250/300 spring/sqm
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Pocket Spring System 12-13-14-15 cm high with 250 springs per square meter, available 
both in no-zones and 3-5-7 zones. This pocket spring system offers a high level of 

compactness without losing a high level of spring independence (of the springs) 
thanks to two layers of polypropylene and hypoallergenic tissue (100 gr/sqm) glued 

on the surfaces. These two layers are functional in the construction of the mattress 
because they replace a layer of felt that is often glued on the top of the pocket spring 

system inside the (mattress) finished product. The springs, made of a high carbon wire 
and available in different wire diameters from mm. 1,70 to mm. 2,20 guarantee a total 

absence of noise and a long lasting resistance. The spring is also subjected to firmness 
tests to ensure that our product remains the same over the years. In fact, taking 

advantage of the spring geometry, we are able to obtain different levels of firmness with 
extreme flexibility inside the same pocket spring system. This allows us to propose the 

“hard” version (with a major firmness), the “medium” version (with a medium firmness) 
and the “soft” version (with a less firmness). This Pocket spring System is also available 
with the Perimetral Frame, that is a structure made of chrome-silisium steel that allows 

the mattress to be firmer on the edge without losing elasticity. 

POCKET PLUS
800 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME NO ZONES

Fabric Plus
Needle-Punch 100 gr/mq

Spring’s Height
12 - 13 - 14 - 15 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,7 - 1,8 - 1,9 - 2,0 - 2,2 mm

Density
250/300 spring/sqm





Spring’s Height
7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,7 - 1,8 - 1,9 - 2,0  mm

Density
300 spring/sqm
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Pocket Spring System 7-8-9-10-11 cm high with 300 springs per square meter. The 
main feature of this product is its great flexibility, thanks to the Hot melt gluing system 

on the central axis of the spring. The springs, made of a high carbon wire and available 
in wire diameters from mm. 1,70 to mm. 2,00 guarantee a total absence of noise and a 

long lasting resistance. The spring is also subjected to firmness tests to ensure that our 
product remains the same over the years. This Pocket spring System is also available with 

the Perimetral Frame, a structure made of chrome-silisium steel that allows the mattress 
to be firmer on the edge without losing elasticity. 

MINIPOCKET
800 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME





Fabric Plus
Needle-Punch 100 gr/mq
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Pocket Spring System 10-11 cm high with 300 springs per square meter. This pocket 
spring system offers a high level of compactness without losing an excellent level of 

independence of the springs ,thanks to two layers of polypropylene and hypoallergenic 
tissue (100 gr/sqm) glued on the surfaces. These two layers are functional in the 

construction of the mattress because they replace a layer of felt that is often glued on the 
top of the pocket spring system inside the mattress. The springs, made of a high carbon 

wire and available in wire different diameters from mm. 1,70 to mm. 2,00 guarantee a total 
absence of noise and a long lasting resistance. The spring is also subjected to firmness 

tests to ensure that our product remains the same over the years. This Pocket spring 
System is also available with the Perimetral Frame, that is a structure made of chrome-
silisium steel that allows the mattress to be firmer on the edge without losing elasticity. 

MINIPOCKET PLUS
800 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME

Spring’s Height
10 - 11 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,7 - 1,8 - 1,9 - 2,0  mm

Density
300 spring/sqm





Fabric Plus
Needle-Punch 100 gr/mq
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Pocket Spring System 16-18-20 cm high with 300 springs per square meter. The main 
feature of this product is its high flexibility, made possible to the Hot melt gluing system on 

the central axis of the spring. The springs, made of a high carbon wire and available 
in wire diameters from mm. 1,70 to mm. 2,20 guarantee a total absence of noise and a 

long lasting resistance. The spring is also subjected to firmness tests to ensure that our 
product remains the same over the years. This Pocket Spring System is also available as 

“Big Pocket Plus” with two layers of polypropylene and hypoallergenic tissue (100 gr/sqm) 
glued on the surfaces. These two layers are functional in the construction of the mattress, 

because they replace a layer of felt that is often glued on the top of the pocket spring sy-
stem inside the mattress. This Sleeping System enhances the functionality of the spring 

inside the mattress, that is able to offer firmness and comfort at the same time. 

BIG POCKET
800 SPRINGS

PLUS

Spring’s Height
16 - 18 - 20 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,7 - 1,8 - 1,9 - 2,0 - 2,2   mm

Density
300 spring/sqm
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Pocket Spring System 10-12-14-15 cm high with more than 500 springs per square 
meter, available both in no-zones and 3-5-7 zones version. The springs, made of a 

high carbon wire and available in different wire diameters (1,30-1,40-1,50), guarantee 
independence, support and comfort. The spring is also subjected to firmness tests 

to ensure that our product remains the same over the years. In fact, taking advantage 
of the spring geometry, we are able to obtain different levels of firmness with extreme 

flexibility inside the same pocket spring system. This allows us to propose the “hard” 
version (with a major firmness), the “medium” version (with a medium firmness) and 

the soft version (with a less firmness). This Pocket Spring System is also available with 
the Perimetral Frame, that is a structure made of chrome-silisium steel that allows the 

mattress to be firmer on the edge without losing elasticity. 

MICROPOCKET
1600 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME NO ZONES

Spring’s Height
10 -12 - 14 - 15  cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,3 - 1,4 - 1,5 mm

Density
550 spring/sqm





Fabric Plus
Needle-Punch 100 gr/mq
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Pocket Spring System 10-12-14-15 cm high with more than 500 springs per square 
meter, available both in no-zones and 3-5-7 zones version. This pocket spring system 

offers a high level of compactness without losing a high level of independence of 
the springs thanks to two layers of polypropylene and hypoallergenic tissue (100 gr/

sqm) glued on the surfaces. These two layers are functional in the construction of 
the mattress because they replace a layer of felt that is often glued on the top of the 

pocket spring system inside the mattress. The springs, made of a high carbon wire and 
available in different wire diameters (1,30-1,40-1,50), guarantee independence, support 

and comfort. The spring is also subjected to firmness tests to ensure that our product 
remains the same over the years. In fact, changing the geometry of the spring we are 

able to obtain different levels of firmness with extreme flexibility inside the same pocket 
spring system. This allows us to propose the “hard” version (with a major firmness), the 
“medium” version (with a medium firmness) and the soft version (with a less firmness). 

This Pocket Spring System is also available with the Perimetral Frame, a structure 
made of chrome-silisium steel that allows the mattress to be firmer on the edge without 

losing elasticity. 

MICROPOCKET PLUS
1600 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME NO ZONES

Wire’s Diameter
1,3 - 1,4 - 1,5 mm

Spring’s Height
10 -12 - 14 - 15  cm

Density
550 spring/sqm





Fabric Plus
Needle-Punch 100 gr/mq
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Pocket Spring System 16-18-20 cm high with more than 500 springs per square meter, 
available both in no-zones and 3-5-7 zones version. The springs, made of a high carbon 

wire and available in wire diameters from mm. 1,40-1,50-1,60, guarantee independence, 
support and comfort. The spring is also subjected to firmness tests to ensure that 

our product remains the same over the years. In fact, changing the geometry of the 
spring we are able to obtain different levels of firmness with extreme flexibility inside the 

same pocket spring system. This allows us to propose the “hard” version (with a major 
firmness), the “medium” version (with a medium firmness) and the soft version (with a 
less firmness). This Pocket Spring System is also available with the Perimetral Frame, 

that is a structure made of chrome-silisium steel that allows the mattress to be firmer on 
the edge without losing elasticity. 

BIGMICRO
1600 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME

Spring’s Height
16 - 18 - 20 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,4 - 1,5 - 1,6 mm

Density
550 spring/sqm
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Latest generation pocket springs have 3-5-7 different zones, useful for a better 
distribution of the body weight. The very high density of the springs, more than 1000 

per square meter, the diameter of the wire, mm 0,80-0,90-1,00 according to the 
different carrying capacity, the 13 turns of the spring, the pocket of hypoallergenic 

tissue for every single spring, the ultrasound fastening make the spring system one of 
its kind. The ergono- mics become the goal of this embracing and compact product. 

These characteristics added to the non-deformability and elegance of the Supermicro, 
put it at the top of the range in an incontestable position of elite. The market to which it 
refers, it’s an extremely exigent customer, who takes care of its psychophysical needs 

and of the quality of its own life.

SUPERMICRO
3000 SPRINGS

PERIMETRAL FRAME ZONED

Spring’s Height
14 - 18 - 20 cm

Wire’s Diameter
0,8 - 0,9 - 1,0 mm

Density
1100 spring/sqm





Fabric Plus
Needle-Punch 100 gr/mq
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“Frame” is the pocket with the harder border compared to the internal structure.
Our innovative technology gives the opportunity to get a reinforced border, without 
removing the ergonomics and comfort of the traditional mattress. It can be made for 

Pocket (800 springs) system.
It permits to get an excellent mattress, also without the foam box system; it means a gre-
at saving on materials costs, just like glue and polyurethane and it encourages also the 

recyclability.
Mattress will be completely breathable and it guarantees a high level of hygiene. On this 
kind of pocket spring it’s possible to put the steel frame with the goal to get the perimetral 

structure harder and firmer.

FRAME

FRAME
 ZONED FRAME WITH 
PERIMETRAL FRAME

800 SPRINGS

Spring’s Height
14 - 18 - 20 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,7 - 1,8 - 1,9 - 2,0 - 2,2  mm

Density
300 spring/sqm
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All our products range is available with cotton tissue.
The spring, with such kind of tissue coating, gives a unique sensation of freshness. The 

cotton pocket is hypoallergenic, air-permeable and especially resistant to breakage. 
The quality of the cotton we use allows us to close every single spring with an 

ultrasonic welding that makes the single pocket spring resistant and comfortable. The 
cotton collection combines tradition with technology: this is the main reason why it’s 

recommended for luxury markets.

COTTON COLLECTION

All our products range is available with cotton tissue.

DETAIL





Spring’s Height
COVER: 38 mm
COVER HD: 18 mm

Density
COVER: 300 molle/sqm
COVER HD:660 molle/sqm

Wire’s Diameter
COVER: 1,4 mm
COVER HD: 1,0 mm
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This very new and innovative item can change the way to finish mattresses, toppers 
and sofas.

Cover and Cover HD are products of the new generation of Pocket Springs. They have 
been got from an exclusive production technology, that permits to produce short and 

small springs, dedicated to the forniture market branch just as to the mattresses and 
beds one. Main advantages are: comfort, airing, great number of springs each measure 

and an incredible flexibility. It’s a long listing, indestructible and recyclable product. The 
assembly of more springs creates different “comfort levels”, it arises from an elastic 

special system that permits to exalt the 360° flexibility, with in vertical and in horizontal 
direction of the Cover and Cover HD.

COVER & COVER HD

DETAIL





All our products range is available with the spring system pyramid.
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This is a complete and innovative spring system, with a load-bearing base, that 
could be made with 800-1600-3000 pocket springs. On that base is built a Pyramid 

consisting of one or more layers of Cover and Cover HD, in order to guarantee the 
highest level of mattress flexibility. This kind of structure, that is highly elastic, permits 

to the human body to be nicely “embraced” leading the natural movements during the 
sleep, working with the correct mix between flexibility and firmness.

PYRAMID

MICROPOCKET PYRAMIDPOCKET PYRAMID
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The production of sofas and armchairs is historically an important referent in the 
production of springs and Bonnel. Our products for pillows use the Bonnel and Bonnel 
HD system that allows various solutions, with different heights and wire diameter. With 

the entry on the market of the pocket springs a new phase has begun, which is the 
SITTING one. Extremely versatile and reliable, the pocket springs system is new in this 
field. The Pocket spring 60/80 mm high, with 60 mm head, is obtained with wires from 

mm. 1,70 to  mm 2.00 diameter. It represents the maximum comfort. In the production 
of sofas and armchairs these characteristics are necessary to obtain a high quality 

product and high functional standards. It is a product dedicated to high market sector. 

SITTING

Spring’s Height
7,5 - 8,5 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,7 - 1,8 - 1,9 - 2,0  mm

Density
300 spring/sqm





Number of Turns
4 - 5 - 6
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It is a traditional method since ever known, it represents the history of the modern 
mattress. Tested and guaranteed, it is made of steel wire bi-conic springs in high carbon 

temperate and obtained with wires starting from the diameters of mm. 2.00 up to 
mm. 2.40 and in heights of mm. 80 with 4 turns up to mm.160 with 6 turns for different 

firmness needs. It is the most popular system of the classical, light, rigid and orthopedic 
mattress production. With a density that starts from 110 springs per square meter, this 

type of structure covers the widest range of solutions, from the traditional one till the 
large consumer products and the large retailers. Thanks to the application of steel 

frames the sides of the sprigs are even firmer. 

BONNEL

DETAILS

Spring’s Height
7 - 9 - 11 - 13 - 15 cm

Wire’s Diameter
2,0 - 2,2 -2,4 mm

Density
100 -150 spring/sqm





Number of Turns
4 - 5 - 6
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It’s a traditional system made of bi-conical steel wire springs with high standard carbon 
temperate and obtained with certificated wires in mm. 1.90/2.00 diameters and with 

heights from mm. 80 with 4 turns up to mm. 150 with 6 turns for different needs.
The high density, 200 springs per square meter, the assembly of the single spring 

carried out with a steel wire spiral of 1.30 mm diameter, that binds every single spring on 
4 sided, guarantees an elevated support also for heavy weights maintaining a stability, 

unique of its kind. It makes this structure the most compact, resistant and elastic one, 
positioning it on the top of the well-established market, that recognizes to the Bonnel 

system the main stone of the traditional method.
Thanks to the application of the steel frames the sides of the springs are even firmer.

BONNEL HD

DETAIL

Spring’s Height
8 - 11 - 13 - 15 cm

Wire’s Diameter
1,9 - 2,0  mm

Density
215 spring/sqm



Contact www.adcompound.com

RECYCLABLE MATERIAL
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The “Antecon Group” has designed the first pocket spring system in Italy 100% 
recyclable at the end of life. 

Our “Green Collection” allows us to recycle the whole pocket spring system starting a 
circular economy thinking.

When the pocket spring system comes to the end of life, the first phase of recycling 
begins with the shredding of the raw materials and with the separation of the spring 

steel from the fabric of the pocket. Thanks to the superior quality of the raw materials 
we use in all our factories, the steel can be melted to produce new wire rod that will be 

drawn to produce the initial spring system.
Using the same process, the fabric of which the spring are made and the adhesive 

glue that allows us to keep the springs glued are melted together, with this process we 
obtain granules of recycled compound to build finished products in the rest, furniture 

and automotive markets.
With this collection you can have the Pocket spring system with 800 springs, 

Micropocket spring system with 1600 springs and Supermicro spring system with 
3000 springs completely recyclable.

With these new products the “Antecon Group” wants to propose a green and 
sustainable philosophy that can lead to a radical change in the mattress market.

SUPERMICRO GREENMICROPOCKET GREEN

01 ©2021

GREENLINEA
M A D E  I N  I TA LY

LOGO

01 ©2021

GREENLINEA
M A D E  I N  I TA LY

LOGO



Contact www.adcompound.com

RECYCLABLE MATERIAL
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The “Green Frame” is the pocket (800 springs) 100% recyclable with the edge more 
rigid than the rest of the structure. Our innovative technology allows us to build the 

reinforced edge, without losing ergonomicity and comfort. Made for pocket spring 
system, it allows to obtain an excellent mattress even without the boxing system, 

saving material costs, such as glue and polyurethane: The spring in the edges allow to 
obtain a much higher firmness than the classic foam system, a reactive response to 

the movements of the human body and a feeling of freshness that the boxing system 
is not able to offer. The mattress will be completely breathable ensuring a high level 
of hygiene. Available with the “PLUS” version with two layers of polypropylene and 

hypoallergenic tissue (100 gr/sqm) glued on the surfaces and with the Perimetral 
Frame, that is a structure made of chrome-silisium steel that allows the mattress to be 

firmer on the edge without losing elasticity. 

01 ©2021

GREENLINEA
M A D E  I N  I TA LY

LOGO

X

FRAME
 ZONED FRAME WITH 
PERIMETRAL FRAME



01 ©2021

GREENLINEA
M A D E  I N  I TA LY

LOGO

X

01 ©2021

GREENLINEA
M A D E  I N  I TA LY

LOGO

01 ©2021

GREENLINEA
M A D E  I N  I TA LY

LOGO

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY



Pocket Spring System

Shredding of raw materials

Fabric and adhesive
 melting Separation 

of steel and fabric

Steel melting

Wire rod

Bio-based compound

Wire drawing
AdhesiveFabric
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Bonnell and Bonnel HD are packed in tied parcels of 
Kg20/25 each, depending on the different typology and 
then put on pallets with identification code of the product 
features. The pallets dimensions are cm 120x120 Height 
roughly cm 150. Total weight range is between Kg 600 
and Kg 850. 
The packaging system used for the Pocket springs is the 
Rollpack one. Our products are packed in rolls protected 
by a high resistance paper and they can be shipped in 
loose packages or put on pallets, depending on the client 
choice. 
The quantity of the springs to be put in each package 
changes, depending on the product dimensions. 

PACKAGING
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Antecon Srl
Via G. Verga, 44
20845 Sovico (MB)
tel. +39 039 2323169
fax. +39 039 2323177

Tecnomolla Srl
Via C. Zotti, 1
47122 Forlì (FC)
tel. +39 0543 795421
fax. +39 0543 725374

Sami Srl
Via Maestri del Lavoro Z.I.
84025 Eboli (SA)
tel. +39 0828 51480
fax. +39 0828 367468

Formolla Srl
Via Monte Rosa, 31 Z.I.
73040 Melissano (LE)
tel. +39 0833 588588
fax. +39 0833 971271


